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Michael Poletti (2013) -- The Tuckahoe Community Center (TCC) has been home to Troop 353 for
years.  Every Sunday for the past 7 years, the village of Tuckahoe has allowed our troop to not only hold
meetings at the facility, but store equipment and hold Courts of Honor.  Over the years, the gratification
that my fellow scouts and I have felt has only grown.

When the current mayor of Tuckahoe, Mr. Steve Ecklond, approached me about performing some
renovations in the Community Center, I jumped at the opportunity to give back.  The TCC was in
desperate need of a new look.  The doors were a fluorescent orange, the cabinets in the kitchen were
painted a blinding green and filled with all kinds of garbage, the carpet needed to be vacuumed, and the
walls had to be cleaned. I immediately went about planning my project.  Weeks of writing drafts,
revisions, and communication with Scoutmaster Mr. Occhicone and my Eagle Scout mentor Mr. Richard
Schraudner paid off when my project was approved by Westchester-Putnam Council.

At this point, I was left with the task of securing supplies and permission from the village of Tuckahoe.  I
received monetary donations from close family and friends as well as a staggering amount of supplies
from Troop 353’s own Mr. Dave Flannery and Cornell’s True Value Hardware in Eastchester.  With my
plan and supplies firmly in place, I was prepared to give a presentation to the Tuckahoe Village Board.

The Board members unanimously agreed to allow me to perform the work in the Tuckahoe Community
Center.  I then met with the Facilities Manager for the Village of Tuckahoe.  Together, we walked
through the TCC, discussing my plans to carry out the project and the precautions I would need to take.
Next, I contacted Coach D’Arco, the supervisor of the TCC at the time.  He informed me of what days
the facility would be available for me to work.  With the days of my project set, I was able to begin work.

The first day of the project was comprised of taping, sanding, and putting down plastic in preparation for
painting. We also emptied out all the kitchen cabinets, throwing out old food and cleaning dirty dishes
and utensils.  On the second day, we began to paint.  One of the Facilities Manager’s largest concerns
was keeping paint from getting on the fairly new carpet.  To avoid paint spills not only was extensive
plastic put down, but I set up a paint station that was off the carpet. Mineral spirits were also available in
case of a spill and no one was permitted to step off of the plastic. The paint could only be distributed by
adults or older scouts.  Any scouts who were unable to paint were put to work cleaning the walls.

By the end of the third day, all the painting had been completed.  The doors were now a brown that
matched the brown surfaces already in the TCC and the cabinets were painted an “off white” color.  On
the fourth day, we removed the tape and finished off any surfaces that had to be touched up. Then the
cleaning began.  The plastic all had to be taken up, the tools had to be packed, the walls cleaned, and
the rug vacuumed.  The process went off without any serious problems. Every day was a positive and
productive experience with scouts, parents, family, and friends from school all pitching in to help.

The Village of Tuckahoe was thoroughly impressed with the work Troop 353 was able to complete and
realized how much we appreciate the Tuckahoe Community Center.


